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CITAN 
Classical Item Analyzer (Version 1.41) 

Richard M. Luecht, PhD 
 

(c) RM Luecht, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011 
 

USER’S GUIDE 
 
Notice:  CITAN Version 1.41 can be copied, used, and shared without restriction or 
royalties.  Publications and research paper should use the citation, “Luecht, RM (2011). 
CITAN: Classical Item Analyzer, Version 1.41 {Computer Program].  Greensboro, NC: 
Author.”  The author makes no warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied, regarding 
the operation of CITAN, results produced by the software, or use of those results.  That 
is, users assume full responsibility for all results, data, and interpretations associated 
with running CITAN.  
 
Modification history.  Version 1.2 produceD a population-based estimate of the standard 
deviation and repairs a very minor computation problem for the adjusted α-reliability, if 
the item were deleted. Version 1.3 produces an rescored item response file if 
SCOREFILE=Y and PRINT=LONG are specified in the control file. Version 1.4 fixes a 
problem with handling missing responses if MISSING=WRONG is specified. Version 
1.41 provides additional on-screen messaging while the IA is in progress. 
 
Purpose 
 
CITAN performs a classical test theory item analysis of selected-response items 
scored using dichotomous scoring rules.  The program performs distractor 
analyses, including summarizing high-low group performance and providing 
distractor-test score correlations. CITAN also supports responses of varied 
widths and allows multiple answer keys for each item. 
 
Specifications 
 
CITAN is written in 32-bit native p-code and will work under normal 
configurations of Microsoft Windows™ 98, NT, XP, VISTA, or Windows 7®.   
The program will handle more than a million cases with no practical limitation 
on the number of items. 
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Installing CITAN 
 
CITAN should be distributed as the CITAN1-41.ZIP file containing the following 
files:   
 
1. CITAN1-41.EXE (the program executable file) 
2. CITAN-UsersGuide.PDF (a PDF copy of this USER’S GUIDE) 
3. SAMPLE-N10-NP100.CTL (a sample control file) 
4. SAMPLE-NI10-NP100.DAT (a sample raw data file containing 100 records 

of raw, unscored responses for ten items) 
5. SAMPLE-NI10-NP100.ITM (a sample item data containing ten item 

records) 
 
The zip file can be open using any standard zip file extraction utility program 
(e.g., WinZip™, FilZip™, or PKZIP™).  Note that the latter three sample files can 
be used to experiment with CITAN.  Examples in this USER’S GUIDE also refer to 
these files.  
 
Copy CITAN1-41.ZIP to an appropriate subdirectory on your computer.   Extract 
all five files.  CITAN1-41.EXE is the executable file and can be immediately used.  
 
Running CITAN 
 
CITAN can be executed in three ways:  (1) via the Microsoft Windows™ 
interface; (2)  by using the Command Prompt (DOS console); or (3) by using a 
“batch file” to call the program.  This latter option allows CITAN to be executed 
successively to process two or more item analyses without user intervention 
(except to start the batch file). 
 
Running CITAN from the Windows™ Interface. To run CITAN from the 
Windows interface, click on the Start/Run menu.  Click on the Browse button, 
move the subdirectory where CITAN is installed, and click on the 
CITAN1-41.EXE file.  The program will display the start-up window as shown in 
Figure 1.  
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Figure 1.  CITAN Start-Up Window 
 
Enter the name of your Control File at the “Enter control file (just press ENTER 
for help):” prompt. (Contents of the Control File are described below).  As shown 
in this example, the file SAMPLE-NI10-N100.CTL is specified as the Control File. 
 
NOTE:  In Windows 7® you can also use your mouse to drag the Control File 
over to the CITAN1-41.EXE program file. This maneuver will auto-load the 
control file and start the analysis. 
 
Assuming that a valid Control File is specified, CITAN will automatically 
conduct the analysis and produce up to four output files:  (1) a standard log file, 
CITAN-AnalysisSummary.LOG; (2) a user-specified output file containing the 
item analysis results; (3) a comma-separated variable (CSV) file containing the 
item identifier and statistical item analysis results for each item; and (4) 
[optionally] a score file containing CSV-formatted records for each examinee in 
the Raw Data File (explained below).  The output files1 are all produced in ASCII 
(UNICODE-8 compatible) formats and can be opened/edited using Microsoft 
NotePad™, WordPad™, any text editor or any word processor.  The CSV files 
can also be directly imported into Microsoft Excel™ and most database 
programs.   
 

                                                 
1 Note that Version 1.3 of the software adds the capability to generate a scored item response file 
if SCOREFILE=Y and PRINT=LONG are specified in the Control File.  This option now allows 
users to create a new scored response file by merely changing the answer key in the Item File and 
may be useful for carrying out calibrations, etc.. 
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In the event of any errors that cause CITAN to prematurely terminate, you 
should consult the log file CITAN-AnalysisSummary.LOG for details about 
which files and commands were actually processed.  This file is over-written ever 
time that CITAN is run. To preserve a copy of the log file, it is recommended that 
you rename it.  
 
Running CITAN from the Command Prompt. CITAN can also be executed from 
the Windows™ Command Prompt (formerly called the DOS command prompt).   
For standard Windows configurations, select the Start/Accessories/Command 
Prompt menus.   At the command prompt, “>” use the Change Directory (CD) 
command to move to the subdirectory where CITAN.EXE is located.  For 
example, if CITAN is installed in a subdirectory, C:\Programs\ItemAnalysis, 
you would enter 
 

C:\Programs\ItemAnalysis  
 
at the Command Prompt “>”.  To automatically run CITAN, you can type  
 

CITAN1-41 <Control.FileName> 
 
where <Control.FileName> is the name of a valid Control File.  For example, to 
automatically run our sample Control File, we would enter 
 

CITAN1-41 SAMPLE-NI10-N100.CTL 
 
Running CITAN from a Batch File. CITAN can also be executed successively 
from a “batch file” to run multiple item analyses.   For example, to run 99 item 
analyses, we would first need 99 Control Files.  We could then use a DOS text 
editor to create a batch file with the following lines: 
 
    CITAN1-41  <Control.FileName01.CTL> 
    CITAN1-41 <Control.FileName02.CTL> 
    : 
    CITAN1-41  <Control.FileName99.CTL> 
 
Storing these command lines in a file with a “.BAT” extension, we could use the 
Windows interface or Command Prompt to run the batch file.  Assuming no 
syntax or other Control File specification errors, CITAN would run all 99 item 
analyses and automatically store the results. 
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Required Input Files 
 
CITAN requires three input files:  (1) a Control File; (2) a Raw Data file; and (3) 
an Item File.  These files are described below.  
 
Control File.  The Control File specifies all inputs and settings for CITAN.  This 
file must be created using an ASCII or DOS text editor.  The extension for the 
Control File is optional.   The sample file is named “SAMPLE-NI10-N100.CTL”.  
The contents of that sample file are shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2.  Contents of SAMPLE-NI10-N100.CTL 
 
The Control File uses a Control.KeyWord=Parameters format for specifying each of 
twelve CITAN keywords.  The keywords are described in Table 1.  Note that 
some keywords are optional; others are required (see “Status” column). When 
optional and omitted, default values are indicated in the rightmost column. 
 
Two-character abbreviations can be used for any of the Control File key words.  
For example, “IT=SAMPLE-NI10-N100.ITM” is interpreted by CITAN identically 
as “ITEMFILE=SAMPLE-NI10-N100.ITM”. 
 
Table 1.  CITAN Keyword Descriptions for Control File 
 

KeyWord Status Parameter Description Default Values 
TITLE=<title> 
 
(Abbrev:  TI=) Optional 

Title (128 character 
maximum) 

=CITAN Item 
Analysis + Date 
& Time 

ITEMFILE=<item.filename> 
 
(Abbrev:  IT=) 

Required User-specified Item File 
containing item IDs, 
answer keys, etc. 

  

INPUTFORMAT=<keyword.list> 
 
(Abbrev:  IN=) 

Required Specified sequence of field 
inputs in the Item File (see 
Table 2) 

  

TITLE=Sample Analysis, N=100, nitems=10 
ITEMFILE=SAMPLE-NI10-N100.ITM 
DATAFILE=SAMPLE-NI10-N100.DAT 
IDPERSON=1,5 
RESPONSE1=13 
OUTPUTFILE=SAMPLE-NI10-N100.OUT 
HIGHLOW=33 
INPUTFORMAT=IDI,SEQ,WID, NKE,ANS, NOP, VAL 
SCOREFILE=Y 
MISSING=WRONG 
PRINT=LONG 
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DATAFILE=<rawdata.filename> 
 
 
(Abbrev:  DA=) 

Required User-specified Raw Data 
file containing examinee 
IDs and unscored 
responses 

  

IDPERSON=<column#, width#> 
 
 
(Abbrev:  ID=) 

Optional Column location and 
width (comma-separated) 
of examinee ID field in the 
Raw Data file 

ID created by 
CITAN 

RESPONSE1=<column#> 
 
(Abbrev:  RE=) 

Required Column location of the 
FIRST response in the 
Raw Data file 

  

OUTPUTFILE=<output.filename> 
 
(Abbrev:  OU=) 

Optional User-Specified Output file 
name for all CITAN 
outputs* 

=Control File 
name stem + 
".OUT" extension 

HIGHLOW=<percentage#> 
 
(Abbrev:  HI=) 

Optional Percentage (0.0 < p < 100) 
to use for creating high 
and low score groups 

=27 

SCOREFILE=<Y/N> 
 
 
(Abbrev:  SC=) 

Optional If "YES", a Score File will 
be created using the 
Output File name stem + 
"-SCORES.CSV".  If 
SCOREFILE=Y and 
PRINT=LONG, a scored 
item response file will be 
created by appending the 
-ITEMSCORES.DAT to 
the Output File name. 

=NO 

MISSING=<WRONG,SKIP,#.###> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Abbrev:  MI=) 

Optional Treatment of missing 
values: WRONG implies 
missing u(i)=0; SKIP 
implies u(i) should be 
skipped in relevant 
scoring; #.### will 
substitute the decimal 
(#.###, e.g., 0.25 for 1/4) 
for all missing values 

=WRONG 

PRINT=<SHORT,LONG> 
 
 
 
 
 
(Abbrev:  PR=) 

Optional Controls the amount of 
outputs produced.  LONG 
adds item-level 
conditional mean plots, 
score frequencies, and 
inter-item correlations 
(phi coefficients). If 
SCOREFILE=Y and 
PRINT=LONG, a scored 
item response file will be 
created by appending the 
-ITEMSCORES.DAT to 
the Output File name. 

=SHORT 
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The Raw Data file contains the unscored responses to be analyzed by CITAN.   
Figure 3 displays the first ten records from the sample file, SAMPLE-NI10-
N100.DAT  Note that the examinee ID characters are located in columns 1 to 5, 
therefore the SAMPLE-NI10-N100.CTL (Control File) shown in Figure 2 lists 
IDPERSON=1,5 (column #1, field width = 5).  The responses begin in column 
#13, therefore, the sample Control File in Figure 2 shows RESPONSE1=13. 
 

 
Figure 3.  First Ten Unscored Examinee Records from SAMPLE-NI10-
N100.DAT 
 
The Item File contains the specifications for the items to be analyzed.  There 
should be one record for each item to be analyzed.  CITAN reads these item 
records in free format, therefore, space or comma delimiters may be used to 
distinguish the item record fields entries (variables).   Each item record should 
contain seven variables: (1) an item ID; (2) an index number  (integer value) 
denoting the sequence position of each item in the Raw Data file response vector; 
(3) the width of the response variables in the Raw Data file (default = 1); (4) the 
number of answer keys (maximum =32); (5) the list of answer keys (each key 
must have a width identical to the response width for that item); (6) the number 
of valid response options for each item; and (7) a string of valid response option 
values or codes, where each response must has a width identical to the response 
width for that item.   For example, if an item has two single-character keys (“B” 
and “D” and five valid responses (“A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E”), we would need 
to specify the response width as “1”, the number of keys as “2” with the list of 
keys specified as “BD”, the number of valid responses as “5” and the valid 
response string as “ABCDE”.     
 
Figure 4 displays the ten item records from the SAMPLE-NI10-N100.ITM file.   
The item identifiers appear first, followed by the item index (1, 2,…,10), the 
response width, the number of answer keys, the answer key value, the number of 
valid responses, and the string of valid responses. The order of the fields in each 
item record must be user-specified.  The required INPUTFORMAT= keyword in 

00001   5   CADEBCAEEE 
00002   4   CEDAECDAAD 
00003   7   CAEDECADAE 
00004   3   CEECDBEBAB 
00005   4   CEDEEEEEAC 
00006   3   CCBCEADBAA 
00007   9   CAEEECBDAE 
00008   6   DCEEECAEAE 
00009   3   DBEDEADEAD 
00010   6   CAEEEDEDAA 
: 
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the Control File indicates which fields appear in which positions (also see Table 
2). 
 

 
Figure 4.  Ten Sample Item Records in SAMPLE-NI10-N100.ITM  
 
As noted above, the sequence of the variable fields within the item records must 
be specified by the user by using the INPUTFORMAT= command in the Control 
File (required).  Some of the item data fields are optional:  the response width, 
with a default of “1” and the number of answer keys, with a default of “1”.  The 
Table 2 describes the seven fields that can be specified in the INPUTFORMAT 
Control File.    
  

ITM001  1 1 1 C 5 ABCDE 
ITM002  2 1 1 A 5 ABCDE 
ITM003  3 1 1 E 5 ABCDE 
ITM004  4 1 1 E 5 ABCDE 
ITM005  5 1 1 E 5 ABCDE 
ITM006  6 1 1 C 5 ABCDE 
ITM007  7 1 1 B 5 ABCDE 
ITM008  8 1 1 C 5 ABCDE 
ITM009  9 1 1 A 5 ABCDE 
ITM010 10 1 1 E 5 ABCDE 
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Table 2.  INPUTFORMAT Keywords (Sequence of Variable Fields for Each 
Item Record in the Item File) 
 

INPUTFORMAT Keyword Status Parameter Description Default Values 
IDITEM 
 
 
 
(Abbrev. IDI) 

Optional Position in the item records 
of the item identifier 
variables 

If missing, 
ITEM001, 
ITEM002, etc. will 
be generated by 
CITAN 

SEQUENCE 
 
 
 
(Abbrev. SEQ) 

Optional Position in item record of 
the item index (integer) 
variables that denote the 
item sequence in the 
response vector 

If missing, 1, 2, 
3,…n will be 
supplied by CITAN 
for the items 

WIDTH 
 
(Abbrev. WID) 

Optional Position in the item record 
of response width variable 
for each item 

If missing, response 
width will be set to 
1 for all items 

NKEYS 
 
 
(Abbrev. NKE) 

Optional Position in the item record 
of number of answer keys 
variable for each item 

If missing, rnumber 
of answer keys will 
be set to 1 for all 
items 

ANSWERKEYS 
 
 
(Abbrev. ANS) 

Required Position in the item record 
of the string of answer keys 
for each item 

Must be supplied 
by user as part of 
INPUTFORMAT 
command 

NOPTIONS 
 
 
(Abbrev. NOP) 

Required Position in the item record 
of the number of valid 
response options variable 
string for each item 

Must be supplied 
by user as part of 
INPUTFORMAT 
command 

VALIDCODES 
 
 
(Abbrev. VAL) 

Required Position in the item record 
of the string of valid 
response options for each 
item 

Must be supplied 
by user as part of 
INPUTFORMAT 
command 
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As shown in Figure 2, the SAMPLE-NI10-N100.CTL (Control File) specified all 
seven entries on the INPUTFORMAT line (INPUTFORMAT=IDI,SEQ,WID, NKE,ANS, 
NOP, VAL) using the abbreviations shown in Table 2.  The implication of this 
INPUTFORMAT command line is that the variable fields on each item record in 
the Item File are sequenced as follows: 
 

Field #1=IDITEM (item identifier in first field) 
Field #2=SEQUENCE (item index number in second field) 
Field #3=WIDTH (response width value in third field) 
Field #4=NKEYS (number of answer keys value in fourth field) 
Field #5=ANSWERKEYS (answer keys string in fifth field) 
Field #6=NOPT (number of valid responses value in sixth field) 
Field #7=IDITEM (valid response code string in seventh field) 

 
The same field-sequence would be implied by the following command using the 
full keywords: 
 
INPUTFORMAT=IDITEM, SEQUENCE,WIDTH,NKEYS,ANSWERKEYS,NOPT,VALIDCODES 
 
If, for example, we wanted to use the CITAN defaults for the item identifiers 
(ITEM001, ITEM002,…,ITEM010), the item index values (1, 2,…,10) , the response 
width (WIDTH=1), and the number of keys (NKEYS=1), and further wanted to 
input the NOPT field, VALIDCODES string, and ANSWERKEYS string, we 
would specify INPUTFORMAT=NOP,VAL,ANS in the Control File. 
 
Output Files 
 
CITAN always creates a log file detailing every processed command.   The log 
file is named  
 

CITAN-AnalysisSummary.LOG 
 
This file contains a compressed version of all of the item analysis results.  In the 
event of a problem, this log file should be consulted to see which files and 
commands were processed.  This file should be renamed to preserve it for future 
review. Otherwise, the file is overwritten every time that CITAN is run. 
 
The primary item analysis results are written to the file specified after the 
OUTFILE= keyword in the Control File.  These results include test statistics 
(counts, mean, std. deviation, skewness, kurtosis, minimum, maximum), 
reliability coefficients (split half, even-odd, Cronbach’s ), and item statistics (p-
values, item std. deviations, point-biserial correlations, biserial correlations, and 
adjusted  if-item-deleted).  A distractor analysis is also provided for all 
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response codes listed in the VALIDCODES field of the Item File, including 
counts, high-low group proportions, and response-test correlations (pt. biserials) 
for each response option.   If PRINT=LONG is specified in the Control File, a 
frequency distribution of the scores is displayed in the output.  In addition, 
PRINT=LONG causes CITAN to generate a conditional mean score by score 
group plot (text format) for each item and an inter-item correlation matrix of  
coefficients. 
 
A comma-separated variables (CSV) item statistics file is automatically generated 
by CITAN.  This file name has the same file stem as the OUTPUT file, with “-
ITEMS.CSV” appended.   The fields in this file are:  ItemID(i), Valid_NSize(i), 
PValue(i), SD(i),rpbis(i), and rbis(i), for i=1,…,n items.   A sample is provided in 
Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5.  Ten Sample CSV Item Statistics Records from CITAN 
 
If SCORE=YES is specified within the Control File, a CSV score file is produced. 
This file name has the same file stem as the OUTPUT file, with “-SCORES.CSV” 
appended.   The fields in this file are:  PersonID(j), Valid_n_Items(j), 
Number_Correct_Score(j), and Proportion_Correct_Score(j), for j=1,…,N 
examinees.  Figure 6 provides the first ten records from the sample data analyzed 
in SAMPLE-NI10-N100.DAT. 

"ITM001  ",100,.72,.448998886412873,.19945363877357,.262722763855745 
"ITM002  ",100,.53,.499099188538711,.597637000450775,.749751335583854 
"ITM003  ",100,.69,.462493243193887,.499094198230141,.648545210309728 
"ITM004  ",100,.51,.499899989998,.563036970808908,.705735630590804 
"ITM005  ",100,.68,.466476151587624,.342791263443342,.447145255387587 
"ITM006  ",100,.35,.476969600708473,.261891947340564,.337344298684398 
"ITM007  ",100,.43,.495075751779462,.331521380347386,.417814261759581 
"ITM008  ",100,.18,.384187454245971,.108349351931218,.158642483829534 
"ITM009  ",100,.94,.237486841740758,.212569756947879,.423802302685856 
"ITM010  ",100,.51,.499899989998,.443712646045851,.55616920432133 
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Figure 6.  Ten Sample CSV Person Statistic Records from CITAN 
 
Both CSV files can be directly read by Microsoft Excel™.   Most database 
programs can also import CSV files. 
 
 Note that if SCOREFILE=Y and PRINT=LONG, a scored item response 
file will be created by appending the -ITEMSCORES.DAT to the Output File 
name.  This file is formatted with the Person ID in columns 1 to 16.  The scored 
items responses begin in column 18 (field width=1).  This type scored item 
response file may be useful for IRT calibrations or other analyses.  This may be 
especially useful for rescoring items with answer key changes.  Make the changes 
in the Item File and re-run CITAN with SCOREFILE=Y and PRINT=LONG to 
generate a scored response file that uses the new key. 
 
Comments and Questions  
 
Direct all correspondence to Professor Richard M. Luecht, School of Education, 
UNCG, PO Box 26170, Greensboro, NC 27402-6170; email: rmluecht@uncg.edu. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
The author makes no warranties, implied or expressed, regarding the software, 
its performance, results, outputs, or interpretations.  By downloading, extracting 
and running the software, users assume full responsibility for all uses and 
applications of CITAN 1.41. 

"00001           ",10,5,.5 
"00002           ",10,4,.4 
"00003           ",10,7,.7 
"00004           ",10,3,.3 
"00005           ",10,4,.4 
"00006           ",10,3,.3 
"00007           ",10,9,.9 
"00008           ",10,6,.6 
"00009           ",10,3,.3 
"00010           ",10,6,.6 


